The TRIM14 PRYSPRY domain mediates protein interaction via its basic interface.
Tripartite motif (TRIM)14 was recently shown to be an important molecule against pathogens. Its PRYSPRY domain acts as a protein-protein interaction module. TRIM14 exerts distinct functions via its PRYSPRY domain by interacting with different partners. However, the structural basis for its binding specificity remains unknown. Here we solved the crystal structure of the TRIM14 PRYSPRY domain, and found a positively charged surface that may mediate its partner specificity. Isothermal titration calorimetry reveals that the TRIM14 PRYSPRY domain binds to acidic peptides, and the analysis of the reported partners of TRIM14 is consistent with our assumption. Therefore, we demonstrate that the PRYSPRY domain of TRIM14 harbors a putative basic interface that may favorably bind to acidic amino acid residues.